
 

720p Bangistan Movies Dubbed In Hindi

Synopsis: Bangistan is an upcoming
2015 Bollywood comedy-satire film

directed by Karan Anshuman and co-
produced by Farhan Akhtar and

Ritesh Sidhwani, starring. Manad
Anshuman is a young and very

ambitious character with childhood
dreams of becoming a rock star, and
when his choice receives a favorable
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response from his father, Manad goes
to Los Angeles to make his first film.
But when he arrives in Los Angeles,
he will face the tough and ungrateful

society of Los Angeles, where
everyone wants more for their
abilities than he can give them.

Starting acting in the film industry,
Manad faces huge financial

difficulties and his career plummets.
Soon, after a series of interviews, he

is chosen to work on television by
professional comedian Anand

Dharmendi, with whom the work
promises to give Manad a chance to
become a Bollywood star. Mina, an
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architect, admires the pearl in the
shell, who doesn't realize how

beautiful it is. She thinks it's a stupid
random piece of jewelry, but Indra,

some tipsy genius with strange
hobbies, thinks this pearly white pearl
reminds him of his beloved, who lives

on the island. Shocked by Mina's
beauty, Indra tells her that she should
go to the island and live there as alms.
She believes that while swimming on
the ocean coast, Mina will knock on
the stones, from which the shell will
begin to bend and break. When Mina

is shocked by his words, she runs
away, but it turns out that Indra was
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not lying. Mina realizes that he may
be right. She is terrified of staying on
the island for one day. She tries to tell

her friends the news, but no one
listens to her. Indra insists, for Mina
to visit the island one last time, but

she says she feels good and sends him
alone. The shell eventually bursts,
throwing Mina into the ocean...

Screenplay written by Rashid Khanna.
Photographer, photographer, and

Indira's loving fiancÃ© lived in Los
Santos and one day saw the beautiful
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